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Quick IntroQuick Intro

�� volume = 3D grid (discrete data)volume = 3D grid (discrete data)

�� common in medical imaging (CT, MR, common in medical imaging (CT, MR, 
PET, SPECT ...)PET, SPECT ...)

�� volumes can be largevolumes can be large

512 x 512 x 512 x 512 x 512 x 512 x 32bits32bits = = 512512 MBMB
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Volume visualizationVolume visualization

�� volume visualization:volume visualization:

�� improving speed of rendering:improving speed of rendering:

1.1. adjusting volume data adjusting volume data 

2.2. optimizing rendering algorithmsoptimizing rendering algorithms
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Adjusting volume dataAdjusting volume data

�� removing spurious particlesremoving spurious particles

�� reducing the number of nonreducing the number of non--air octree air octree 
cubescubes

�� achieved by smoothing achieved by smoothing –– e.g. Gaussian e.g. Gaussian 
FilteringFiltering
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HW Volume RenderingHW Volume Rendering

�� volume = 3D texturevolume = 3D texture

�� volume rendering = mapping 3D texture on  volume rendering = mapping 3D texture on  
cube or GPGPU raycasting (shaders)cube or GPGPU raycasting (shaders)

�� advantages: pretty fast advantages: pretty fast ((all is done in HW)all is done in HW)

�� disadvantages: need for new (maindisadvantages: need for new (main--stream stream 
or better) graphics cards with big or better) graphics cards with big RAMsRAMs
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SW Volume RenderingSW Volume Rendering

�� more rendering techniques, more rendering techniques, e.ge.g
1.1. Brute Force (ray casting)Brute Force (ray casting)
2.2. ShearShear--Warp FactorizationWarp Factorization
3.3. MultiresolutionMultiresolution MinMin--Max Max OctreesOctrees
4.4. and ... more ...and ... more ...
�� disadvantagesdisadvantages: not so fast, of : not so fast, of coursecourse
�� advantages: runs practically everywhereadvantages: runs practically everywhere
�� can be optimized for SIMDcan be optimized for SIMD
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SIMD (1)SIMD (1)

�� Single Instruction Multiple DataSingle Instruction Multiple Data

�� Extended CPU instruction setExtended CPU instruction set
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SIMD (2)SIMD (2)

�� SIMD support on current CPUs:SIMD support on current CPUs:
1.1. Intel Intel -- MMX, SSE, SSE2, MMX, SSE, SSE2, SSE3SSE3
2.2. AMD AMD –– MMX, 3DNow!, SSEMMX, 3DNow!, SSE
3.3. AMD64 AMD64 –– MMX, 3DNow!, SSE, SSE2, MMX, 3DNow!, SSE, SSE2, 

SSE3SSE3

�� Decision :Decision :
optimizing for 3DNow! and SSEoptimizing for 3DNow! and SSE
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ApproachesApproaches

�� common aspect in common aspect in volume rendering volume rendering ––
processing a lot of dataprocessing a lot of data

�� 2 basic approaches:2 basic approaches:

precalculateprecalculate everything possibleeverything possible

vsvs

calculate everything on the flycalculate everything on the fly
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Present TimePresent Time

�� CPU is much faster than RAMCPU is much faster than RAM

�� calculating on the flycalculating on the fly

�� simple algorithms (ray casting)simple algorithms (ray casting)

�� need for rewriting old algorithmsneed for rewriting old algorithms

Decision:Decision:
SIMD Optimization of Ray CastingSIMD Optimization of Ray Casting
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SIMD in RaySIMD in Ray CastingCasting

Important parts:Important parts:

�� Bricking DataBricking Data

�� Entry Point BufferEntry Point Buffer

�� Ray CastingRay Casting
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Bricking DataBricking Data

�� NonNon--linear storing in RAMlinear storing in RAM

�� Reasons:Reasons:

1.1. CPU cannot read from RAM but from CPU cannot read from RAM but from 
cache. Cache miss = cache. Cache miss = stallstall for for ≈≈40 clocks40 clocks

2.2. Locality conceptLocality concept

3.3. Increased algorithmIncreased algorithm’’s data throughput s data throughput 
with SIMDwith SIMD
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Bricking ResultsBricking Results
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Entry Point BufferEntry Point Buffer

�� Similar to Depth bufferSimilar to Depth buffer

�� Parallel projection Parallel projection →→ rasterizing just one rasterizing just one 
block and copyingblock and copying

�� Doing Doing memsetmemset and and memcpymemcpy is is ‘‘delicacydelicacy’’
for SIMDfor SIMD
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EPB ResultsEPB Results
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Ray CastingRay Casting

�� 2 parts:2 parts:

1.1. Initializing rays according Entry Point Initializing rays according Entry Point 
Buffer Buffer →→ SIMD SIMD optimizableoptimizable

2.2. Processing rays (accumulation):Processing rays (accumulation):

nnot ot ‘‘SIMD optimization friendlySIMD optimization friendly’’
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Ray Casting ResultsRay Casting Results
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Ray Casting ResultsRay Casting Results
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SIMD and Gaussian FilteringSIMD and Gaussian Filtering

�� separable separable –– 3 passes3 passes

�� symmetric symmetric –– saving multiplicationssaving multiplications

�� floatingfloating--pointpoint

�� filtering infiltering in--placeplace

�� without temporary buffer without temporary buffer –– how?how?
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Extended volume 1Extended volume 1

�� new technique new technique -- extended volumeextended volume
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Extended volume 2Extended volume 2

�� reducing passesreducing passes

�� parallelization of computation for SIMDparallelization of computation for SIMD
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LimitationsLimitations

�� number of SIMD registers number of SIMD registers –– 8 (x86)8 (x86)

�� extended volume extended volume –– additional extended additional extended 
slicesslices

�� Decision Decision –– 3 additional slices, 3 additional 3 additional slices, 3 additional 
lines for each slice =>lines for each slice =>

�� Gauss3, Gauss5, Gauss7Gauss3, Gauss5, Gauss7
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ResultsResults
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ConclusionConclusion

�� Real time volume rendering Real time volume rendering –– GPUGPU

�� Quality volume rendering Quality volume rendering –– CPU (12% CPU (12% 
speedup with SIMD)speedup with SIMD)

�� Gaussian Filtering Gaussian Filtering –– positively SIMD positively SIMD 

�� SIMD Optimization principles can be often SIMD Optimization principles can be often 
successfully used even when not successfully used even when not 
immediately followed by assembler immediately followed by assembler 
implementation! (bricking, ...)implementation! (bricking, ...)
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Future workFuture work

�� Optimization of filtering:Optimization of filtering:

1.1. Gauss9, Gauss11, Gauss13, Gauss15 Gauss9, Gauss11, Gauss13, Gauss15 
(16 SIMD registers in x86(16 SIMD registers in x86--64) 64) 

2.2. General separable filtering (not only General separable filtering (not only 
Gaussian, no kernel size restriction)Gaussian, no kernel size restriction)

3.3. Nonseparable filteringNonseparable filtering
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